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NONPARAMETRIC TESTS FOR TREATMENT EFFECT HETEROGENEITY

Richard K. Crump, V. Joseph Hotz, Guido W. Imbens, and Oscar A. Mitnik*

Abstract—In this paper we develop two nonparametric tests of treatment
effect heterogeneity. The first test is for the null hypothesis that the
treatment has a zero average effect for all subpopulations defined by
covariates. The second test is for the null hypothesis that the average effect
conditional on the covariates is identical for all subpopulations, that is,
that there is no heterogeneity in average treatment effects by covariates.
We derive tests that are straightforward to implement and illustrate the use
of these tests on data from two sets of experimental evaluations of the
effects of welfare-to-work programs.

I. Introduction

ALARGE part of the recent literature on program eval-
uation focuses on estimation of the average effect of

the treatment under assumptions of unconfoundedness or
ignorability following the seminal work by Rubin (1974)
and Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983).1 This literature has
typically allowed for general heterogeneity in the effect of
the treatment. The literature on testing for the presence of
treatment effects in this context is much smaller. An excep-
tion is the paper by Abadie (2002) in the context of instru-
mental variables models.2 In many cases, however, re-
searchers are interested in the effects of programs beyond
point estimates of the overall average or the average for the
subpopulation of treated individuals. For example, it may be
of substantive interest to investigate whether there is any
subpopulation for which a program or treatment has a
nonzero average effect or whether there is heterogeneity in
the effect of the treatment. Such questions are particularly
relevant for policymakers interested in extending the
program or treatment to other populations. Some of this
interest in treatment effect heterogeneity has motivated
the development of estimators for quantile treatment

effects in various settings. Firpo (2007), for example,
developed an estimator for quantile treatment effect es-
timates under unconfoundedness.3

The hypothesis that the average effect of the treatment is
zero for all subpopulations also is important for researchers
interested in assessing assumptions concerning selection
mechanisms and the appropriateness of particular estima-
tors. For example, Heckman and Hotz (1989) introduced an
important class of specification tests that test for a particular
type of zero treatment effect in order to eliminate inappro-
priate estimators of average treatment effects. In particular,
Heckman and Hotz proposed testing the null hypothesis of
zero causal effects on lagged outcomes using alternative
parametric estimators on panel data and discarding those
estimators for which this null hypothesis is rejected. While
their testing strategy presumed constant treatment effects,
their approach clearly suggests that the fundamental null
hypotheses of interest are ones of zero average effects for all
subpopulations. Similarly, Rosenbaum (1997) discusses the
use of multiple control groups to investigate the plausibility
of unconfoundedness. He shows that if both control groups
satisfy an unconfoundedness or exogeneity assumption,
differences in average outcomes between the control
groups, adjusted for differences in covariates, should be
zero in expectation. Again, the hypothesis of interest can be
formulated as one of zero causal effects for all subpopula-
tions, not just a zero effect after averaging over the sub-
populations.

In this paper we develop two nonparametric tests. The
first test is for the null hypothesis that the treatment has a
zero average effect for all subpopulations defined by covari-
ates. The second test is for the null hypothesis that the
average effect conditional on the covariates is identical for
all subpopulations, in other words, that there is no hetero-
geneity in average treatment effects by covariates. Sacrific-
ing some generality by focusing on these two specific null
hypotheses, we derive tests that are straightforward to im-
plement. They are based on a series or sieve approach to
nonparametric estimation for average treatment effects (for
example, Hahn, 1998; Imbens, Newey, & Ridder, 2006;
Chen, Hong, & Tarozzi, 2008; Chen, 2007). Given the
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particular choice of the sieve, the null hypotheses of interest
can be formulated as equality restrictions on subsets of the
(expanding set of) parameters. The tests can then be imple-
mented using standard parametric methods. In particular,
the test statistics are quadratic forms in the differences in the
parameter estimates with critical values from a chi-squared
distribution. We provide conditions on the sieves that guar-
antee that in large samples the tests are valid without the
parametric assumptions.

There is a large literature on the related problem of
testing parametric restrictions on regression functions
against nonparametric alternatives. Eubank and Spiegelman
(1990), Härdle and Mammen (1993), Bierens (1982, 1990),
Hong and White (1995), and Horowitz and Spokoiny
(2001), among others, focus on tests of parametric models
for regression functions against nonparametric alternatives.
However, the focus in this paper is on two specific tests,
zero and constant conditional average treatment effects,
rather than on general parametric restrictions. As a result,
the proposed tests are particularly easy to implement com-
pared with the Härdle-Mammen and Horowitz-Spokoiny
tests. For example, p-values for our proposed tests can be
obtained from chi-squared or normal tables, whereas Härdle
and Mammen (1993) require the use of a variation of the
bootstrap they call the wild bootstrap, and Horowitz and
Spokoiny (2001) require simulation to calculate the p-value.
Our proposed tests are closer in spirit to those suggested by
Eubank and Spiegelman (1990) and Hong and White
(1995), who also use series estimation for the unknown
regression function, and who obtain a test statistic with a
standard normal distribution. In particular, Eubank and
Spiegelman (1990) also base their test statistic on the
estimated coefficients in the series regression. The general
approach behind our testing procedure also is related to the
strategy of testing conditional moment restrictions by using
an expanding set of marginal moment conditions. See, for
example, Bierens (1990) and De Jong and Bierens (1994).
In those papers, as in the Eubank and Spiegelman (1990)
paper, the testing procedures are standard, given the number
of moment conditions or terms in the series, but remain
valid as the moment conditions or number of terms in the
series increase with the sample size. In contrast, the validity
of our tests require that the number of terms of the series
increase with the sample size.

The closest papers in terms of focus to the current paper
are those by Härdle and Marron (1990), Neumeyer and
Dette (2003), and Pinkse and Robinson (1995). Härdle and
Marron study tests of parametric restrictions on compari-
sons of two regression functions. Their formal analysis is
restricted to the case with a single regressor, although it is
likely that their kernel methods can be adapted (by using
higher-order kernels) to extend to the case with multivariate
covariates. Their proposed testing procedure leads to a test
statistic with a bias term involving the form of the kernel. In
contrast, the tests proposed here have a standard asymptotic

distribution. Neumeyer and Dette use empirical process
methods to test equality of two regression functions, again
in the context of a single regressor. Pinkse and Robinson
focus on efficient estimation of the nonparametric functions
and investigate the efficiency gains from pooling two data
sets in settings where the two regression functions differ by
a transformation indexed by a finite number of parameters.

We apply these tests to data from two sets of experimental
evaluations of the effects of welfare-to-work programs. In
both cases, the new tests lead to substantively different
conclusions regarding the effect of the programs than has
been found in previous analyses of these data that focused
solely on average treatment effects. We first analyze data
from the MDRC experimental evaluation of California’s
Greater Avenues for INdependence (GAIN) program that
was conducted during the 1990s. These welfare-to-work
programs were designed to assist welfare recipients in
finding employment and improving their labor market earn-
ings. The programs were implemented at the county level
and counties had a great deal of discretion in the designs of
their programs. We analyze data for four of these counties.
We find that the tests we develop in this paper suggest a very
different picture of the efficacy of the programs in these
counties compared with conclusions drawn from standard
tests of zero average treatment effects. In particular, tests
that the average effect of the program on labor market
earnings is equal to zero are rejected in only one of the four
counties. However, using the tests developed in this paper,
we find that for three out of the four counties we can
decisively reject the hypothesis of a zero average effect on
earnings for all subpopulations of program participants,
where subpopulations are defined by covariates. We also
reject the hypothesis of a constant average treatment effect
across these subpopulations. Taken together, the results
using these new tests strongly suggest that, in general, these
programs were effective in changing the earnings of partic-
ipants in these programs, even though it may not have
improved or even lowered the earnings of some in the
programs. Second, we analyze data from the MDRC exper-
imental evaluations of Work INcentive (WIN) programs in
Arkansas, Baltimore, Virginia, and San Diego. Again, we
find that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of a zero
average effect for two out of the four locations. At the same
time, we can clearly reject the null hypothesis of a zero
average effect for all values of the covariates.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we lay out the framework for analyzing treatment
effects and characterize the alternative sets of hypotheses
we consider in this paper. We also provide a detailed
motivation for conducting tests of average treatment effects
being zero and for constant treatment effects. In section III,
we characterize the latter tests in parametric and nonpara-
metric regression settings. We then lay out the conditions
required for the validity of both the zero conditional and the
constant treatment effect tests in the nonparametric setting.
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In section IV, we apply these tests to the GAIN and WIN
data and report on our findings, contrasting the results of our
nonparametric tests of zero and constant conditional aver-
age treatment effects for these programs on labor market
earnings. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks.

II. Framework and Motivation

A. Setup

Our basic framework uses the motivating example of
testing zero conditional average treatment effects in a pro-
gram evaluation setting. We note, however, that our tests
can be used more generally to test the hypotheses of con-
stant or zero differences between regression functions esti-
mated on separate samples (see Crump, 2006). The setup we
use is standard in the program evaluation literature and
based on the potential outcome notation popularized by
Rubin (1974). See Angrist and Krueger (1999), Heckman,
LaLonde, and Smith (1999), Blundell and Costa-Dias
(2002), and Imbens (2004) for general surveys of this
literature. We have a random sample of size N from a large
population. For each unit i in the sample, let Wi indicate
whether the active treatment was received, with Wi ! 1 if
unit i receives the active treatment, and Wi ! 0 if unit i
receives the control treatment. Let Yi(0) denote the outcome
for unit i under the control treatment and Yi(1) the outcome
under the active treatment. We observe Wi and Yi, where Yi

is the realized outcome:

Yi ! Yi"Wi# ! Wi ! Yi"1# " "1 # Wi# ! Yi"0#.

In addition, we observe a vector of pretreatment variables,
or covariates, denoted by Xi. The support of the covariates
is ! ! "d. Define the two conditional means, $w( x) !
#[Y(w)!X ! x], the two conditional variances, %w

2 ( x) !
Var (Y(w)!X ! x), the conditional average treatment effect
&( x) ! #[Y(1) ' Y(0)!X ! x] ! $1( x) ' $0( x), the
propensity score, the conditional probability of receiving
the treatment e( x) ! Pr(W ! 1!X ! x) ! #[W!X ! x],
the marginal treatment probability (1 ! Pr(W ! 1) !
#[e(X)], and (0 ! Pr(W ! 0).

Assumption 2.1 (INDEPENDENT AND IDENTICALLY DISTRIB-
UTED RANDOM SAMPLE): (Yi, Wi, Xi), i ! 1, 2, . . . , N
are independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables.

To solve the identification problem, we maintain through-
out the paper the unconfoundedness assumption (Rosen-
baum & Rubin, 1983), which asserts that conditional on the
pretreatment variables, the treatment indicator is indepen-
dent of the potential outcomes. Formally:

Assumption 2.2 (UNCONFOUNDEDNESS):

W "O "Y"0#, Y"1## ! X. (2.1)

In addition we assume there is overlap in the covariate
distributions:

Assumption 2.3 (OVERLAP): For some ) * 0,

) $ e" x# $ 1 # ).

Later we impose additional conditions on the two regression
functions, $w( x), and the two conditional variance func-
tions, %w

2 ( x).
Various estimators have been proposed for the average

treatment effect in this setting, such as by Hahn (1998),
Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd (1998), Hirano, Imbens, and
Ridder (2003), Chen, Hong, and Tarozzi (2008), and Abadie
and Imbens (2006).

B. Hypotheses

In this paper, we focus on two null hypotheses concerning
the conditional average treatment effect &( x). The first pair
of hypotheses we consider is

H0 : % x " !, &" x# ! 0,
(2.2)

Ha : & x " !, s.t. &"x#' 0.

Under the null hypothesis, the average effect of the treat-
ment is zero for all values of the covariates, whereas, under
the alternative, there are some values of the covariates for
which the effect of the treatment differs from 0.

The second pair of hypotheses is

H+0 : & & s.t. % x " !, &"x# ! &,
(2.3)

H+a : % &, & x " !, s.t. &"x# ' &.

We refer to this pair as the null hypothesis of no treatment-
effect heterogeneity. Strictly speaking this is not correct, as
we only require the average effect of the treatment to be
equal to & for all values of the covariates, allowing for
distributional effects that average out to zero.

We want to contrast these hypotheses with the pair of
hypotheses corresponding to zero average effect,

H ,0 : #-&"X#.! 0,
(2.4)

H ,a : #-&"X#.' 0.

Tests of the null hypothesis of a zero average effect are more
commonly carried out, either explicitly or implicitly, using
the estimated average treatment effect and its standard error.
It is obviously much less restrictive than the null hypothesis
of a zero conditional average effect.

To clarify the relation between these hypotheses and the
hypotheses typically considered in the nonparametric test-
ing literature, it is useful to write the former in terms of
restrictions on the conditional mean of Y given X and W.
Because W is binary, we can write this conditional expec-
tation as
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#-Y!X ! x, W ! w. ! h0" x# " w ! h1" x#,

where h0( x) ! $0( x) and h1( x) ! $1( x) ' $0( x). The
nonparametric testing literature has largely focused on hy-
potheses that restrict both h0( x) and h1( x) to parametric
forms (for example, Eubank & Spiegelman, 1990; Härdle &
Marron, 1990; Hong & White, 1995; Horowitz & Spokoiny,
2001). In contrast, the first null hypothesis we are interested
in is h1( x) ! 0 for all x, with no restriction on h0( x). The
second null hypothesis is in this representation: h1( x) ! &
for some & and all x and, again, no restriction on h0( x). This
illustrates that the hypotheses in (2.2) and (2.3) generalize
the setting considered in the nonparametric testing literature
to a setting where we allow for nuisance functions in the
regression function under the null hypothesis.

C. Motivation

The motivation for considering the two pairs of hypoth-
eses beyond the hypothesis of a zero average effect consists
of three parts. The first is substantive. In many cases, the
primary interest of the researcher may be in establishing
whether the average effect of the program differs from zero.
However, even if it is zero on average, one may be inter-
ested in whether there are subpopulations for which the
effect is substantively and statistically significant. For ex-
ample, one may be interested not only in whether a new
drug has a nonzero average effect, but whether it has
nonzero effect—positive or negative—for identifiable sub-
groups in the population in order to better target who should
or should not use the drug. As a first step toward establish-
ing such a conclusion, one would like to test whether there
is any statistical evidence against the hypothesis that the
effect of the program is zero on average for all subpopula-
tions (the pair of hypotheses H0 and Ha). If one finds that
there is compelling evidence that the program has nonzero
effect for some subpopulations, one may then further inves-
tigate which subpopulations these are, and whether the
effects for these subpopulations are substantively important.
As an alternative strategy one could estimate directly aver-
age effects for substantively interesting subpopulations.
However, there may be many such subpopulations and it
can be difficult to control size when testing many null
hypotheses. Our proposed strategy of an initial single test
for zero conditional average treatment effects avoids such
multiple-testing problems.

Second, irrespective of whether one finds evidence in
favor or against a zero average treatment effect, one may be
concerned with the question of whether there is heteroge-
neity in the average effect conditional on the observed
covariates, such as indicators of racial, educational, or age
groups. If there is strong evidence in favor of heterogeneous
effects, one may be more reluctant to recommend extending
the program to populations with different distributions of
the covariates.

The third motivation is very different. In much of the
economic literature on program evaluation, there is concern

about the validity of the unconfoundedness assumption.
Although the unconfoundedness assumption is not directly
testable, there are types of tests that are suggestive of the
plausibility of this assumption. We consider two such tests.
The first set of tests was originally suggested by Heckman
and Hotz (1989).4 Let us partition the vector of covariates X
into two parts, a scalar V and the remainder Z, so that X !
(V, Z+)+. The idea is to take the data (V, W, Z) and analyze
them as if V is the outcome, W is the treatment indicator,
and as if unconfoundedness holds conditional on Z. Since V
is a pretreatment variable or covariate, we are certain that
the effect of the treatment on V is zero for all units. If we
find statistical evidence in favor of an effect of the treatment
on V, it must be the case that the assumption of uncon-
foundedness conditional on Z is incorrect. Although this is
not direct evidence against unconfoundedness conditional
on the full set of covariates X ! (V, Z+)+, it is, at the very
least, suggestive that unconfoundedness is a delicate as-
sumption with the presence of V essential. Such tests can be
particularly effective if the researcher has data on multiple
lagged values of the outcome. In that case, one can choose
V to be the one-period lagged value of the outcome. Heck-
man and Hotz (1989) implement these tests by testing
whether the average effect of the treatment is equal to zero,
testing the pair of hypotheses in (2.4). Clearly, in this setting
it would be stronger evidence in support of the unconfound-
edness assumption to find that the effect of the treatment on
the lagged outcome is zero for all values of Z. This corre-
sponds to implementing tests of the pairs of hypotheses
(2.2).5

A second strategy is Rosenbaum’s (1997) consideration
of the use of two or more control groups. Rosenbaum
suggests that if potential biases would likely be different for
both groups, then evidence that all control groups led to
similar estimates is suggestive that unconfoundedness may
be appropriate. One can implement this idea by comparing
the two control groups. Let Ti be an indicator for the two
control groups, Ti ! 0 for the first and Ti ! 1 for the
second. One can test whether Yi(0) "

O Ti!Xi in the two
control groups. If we find evidence that this pseudo treatment
has a systematic effect on the outcome, it must be that
unconfoundedness is violated for at least one of the two
control groups. As in the Heckman-Hotz setting, the pair of
hypotheses to test is that of a zero conditional average
treatment effect, (2.2).

In the next section, we discuss implementing the two tests
in a parametric framework. In section III B, we then provide

4 See also the discussion in Imbens (2004).
5 An even stronger version of this test would be to test for conditional

independence of the treatment indicator and the lagged outcome condi-
tional on the remaining covariates. Such a test could be implemented
using methods in Gozalo and Linton (2003). In practice most deviations
from the null hypothesis of conditional independence would involve
differences in conditional means, so we focus on these differences in the
current paper.
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conditions under which these tests can be interpreted as
nonparametric tests.

III. Testing

A. Tests in Parametric Models

We briefly discuss the parametric versions of the tests in
(2.2) and (2.3). Such tests are standard in this parametric
setting, but they help fix the ideas for how such testing
procedures can be extended to nonparametric settings. Sup-
pose the regression functions are specified as

$w"x# ! /w " 0+wx.

We can estimate /w and 0w " "K'1 using least squares:

"/̂w, 0̂w# ! arg min #
i!Wi!w

"Yi # /w # 0+wXi#
2. (3.5)

Under general heteroskedasticity, with the conditional vari-
ance of Y(w) equal to $(Y(w)!X) ! %w

2 (X), the normalized
asymptotic covariance matrix of (/̂w, 0̂+w)+ is

1w ! Nw ! $ #
i!Wi!w

XiX+i%'1 #
i!Wi!w

%w
2 "Xi#XiX+i$ #

i!Wi!w

XiX+i%'1

.

(3.6)

In large samples,

& 'N0 $ /̂0 # /0

0̂0 # 00
%

'N1 $/̂1 # /1

0̂1 # 01
% ( ¡

d
!$0, $10 0

0 11
%% , (3.7)

where N0, N1, and N are the sample size for the controls,
treated, and the overall sample size, respectively. Let 1̂0 and
1̂1 be consistent estimators for10 and11. In this parametric
setting, the first pair of null and alternative hypotheses is

H0 : "/0, 0+0# ! "/1, 0+1#, and

Ha : "/0, 0+0#' "/1, 0+1#.

This can be tested using the quadratic form

T ! $ /̂0 # /̂1

0̂0 # 0̂1
%+"1̂0/N0 " 1̂1/N1#

'1$/̂0 # /̂1

0̂0 # 0̂1
%. (3.8)

Under the null hypothesis, this test statistic has in large
samples a chi-squared distribution with K degrees of free-
dom:

T ¡
d
22"K#. (3.9)

The second test is similar. The original null and alterna-
tive hypothesis in (2.3) translate into

H+0 : 00 ! 01, and H+a : 00 ' 01.

Partition 1w into the part corresponding to the variance for
/̂w and the part corresponding to the variance for 0̂w:

1w ! $1w,00 1w,01

1w,10 1w,11
%,

and partition 1̂0 and 1̂1 similarly. The test statistic is now

T+ ! "0̂0 # 0̂1#+"1̂0,11/N0 " 1̂1,11/N1#
'1"0̂0 # 0̂1#.

(3.10)

Under the null hypothesis, this test statistic has in large
samples a chi-squared distribution with K ' 1 degrees of
freedom:

T+ ¡
d
22"K # 1#. (3.11)

We now turn to the formulation of nonparametric ver-
sions of these tests. The first step toward that goal is the
nonparametric estimation of the regression functions $w( x),
for w ! 0, 1.

B. Nonparametric Estimation of Regression Functions

In order to develop nonparametric extensions of the tests
discussed in section III A, we need nonparametric estima-
tors for the two regression functions. We use the particular
series estimator for the regression function, $w( x), devel-
oped by Imbens, Newey, and Ridder (2006) and Chen,
Hong, and Tarozzi (2008). See Chen (2007) for a general
discussion of sieve methods. Let K denote the number of
terms in the series. As the basis, we use power series. Let 3
! (31, . . . , 3d) be a multi-index of dimension d, that is, a
d-dimensional vector of nonnegative integers, with norm !3!
! ¥k!1

d 3k, and let x3 ! x1
31 . . . xd

3d. Consider a series,
{3(r)}r!1

4 , containing all distinct vectors such that !3(r)! is
nondecreasing. Let pr( x) ! x3(r), Pr( x) ! ( p1( x), . . . ,
pr( x))+. The nonparametric series estimator of the regres-
sion function $w( x), given K terms in the series, is given by

$̂w,K"x#! PK"x#+$ #
i!Wi!w

PK(Xi)PK(Xi)+%' #
i!Wi!w

PK"Xi#Yi

! PK" x#+5̂w,K ,

where A' denotes a generalized inverse of A, and

5̂w,K ! $ #
i!Wi!w

PK(Xi)PK(Xi)+%' #
i!Wi!w

PK"Xi#Yi.

Define the Nw 6 K matrix Pw,K with rows equal to PK(Xi)+
for units with Wi ! w, and Yw to be the Nw 6 1 vector with
elements equal to Yi for the same units, so that 5̂w,K !
(P+w,KPw,K)'(P+w,KYw).
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In addition, let us define (see assumption 3.2 below)

1P,w,K ) #-PK"X#PK"X#+!W ! w.,

7P,w,K ) #-%w
2 "X#PK"X#PK"X#+!W ! w..

For fixed K, the limiting variance of 8Nw5̂w,K is
1P,w,K
'1 7P,w,K1P,w,K

'1 . We estimate this variance by 1̂P,w,K
'1 7̂P,w,K1̂P,w,K

'1 ,
where

1̂P,w,K !
P+w,KPw,K

Nw
, 7̂P,w,K !

P+w,KD̂w,KPw,K

Nw
,

and

D̂w,K ! diag 91w"Wi#"Yi # $̂w,K"Xi##
2; i ! 1, . . . , N:,

where 1w (Wi) is an indicator function that takes on the
value 1 when Wi ! w. In addition to assumptions 2.2 and
2.3, we make the following assumptions.

Assumption 3.1 (DISTRIBUTION OF COVARIATES): X " !
! "d, where ! is the Cartesian product of intervals [ xjL,
xjU], j ! 1, . . . , d, with xjL ; xjU. The density of X is
bounded away from zero on !.

Assumption 3.2 (CONDITIONAL OUTCOME DISTRIBUTIONS):

(i) The two regression functions $w(x) are s times
continuously differentiable, with s/d * 27/4.

(ii) for !w,i < Yi(w) ' $w(xi)
(a) #[!w,i!X ! x] ! 0,
(b) #[!w,i

2 !X ! x] ! %w
2 (x) where 0 ; %2 $

%w
2 (x) $ %! 2 ; 4 for all x " !,

(c) #[!w,i
4 ] ; 4.

Assumption 3.3 (RATES FOR SERIES ESTIMATORS): The
number of terms in the series, K, increases with the sample
size N as K ! C ! N=, for an arbitrary positive constant C
and some = such that d/(2s > 2d) ; = ; 2/13.

C. Nonparametric Tests: Zero Conditional Average
Treatment Effect

In this section, we show how the tests based on paramet-
ric regression functions discussed in section III A can be
used to test the null hypothesis against the alternative
hypothesis given in (2.2) without the parametric model. In
essence, we are going to provide conditions under which we
can apply a sequence of parametric tests identical to those
discussed in section III A and obtain a test that is valid
without the parametric specification.

First, we focus on tests of the null hypothesis that the
conditional average treatment effect, &( x), is zero for all
values of the covariates, that is, for the hypotheses in (2.2).
To test this hypothesis, we compare estimators for $1( x)
and $0( x). Given our use of series estimators, we can

compare the estimated parameters, 5̂0,K and 5̂1,K. Specifi-
cally, we use the normalized quadratic form,

T ! ""5̂1,K # 5̂0,K#+V̂P,K
'1 "5̂1,K # 5̂0,K## K#/' 2K (3.12)

as the test statistic for the test of the null hypothesis, H0,
where

V̂P,K ! 1̂P,0,K
'1 7̂P,0,K1̂P,0,K

'1 /N0 " 1̂P,1,K
'1 7̂P,1,K1̂P,1,K

'1 /N1.

(3.13)

Theorem 3.1: Suppose assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3
hold. Then if &( x) ! 0 for all x " !,

T ¡
d

!"0, 1#.

Proof: See appendix.
To gain some intuition for this result, it is useful to

decompose the difference, VP,K
'1/ 2 ! (5̂1,K ' 5̂0,K), into three

parts. Define the pseudo-true values, 5*w,K, for w ! 0, 1,
K ! 1, 2, . . . , F as

5*w,K ! arg min
5

#-"$"X## PK"X#+5#2!W ! w.

! "#-PK"X#PK"X#+!W ! w.#'1#-PK"X#Y!W ! w.,

(3.14)

so that for fixed K, as N 3 4, 5̂w,K 3 5*w,K. Then

VP,K
'1/ 2 ! "5̂1,K # 5̂0,K#! VP,K

'1/ 2 ! "5*1,K # 5*0,K#

" VP,K
'1/ 2 ! "5̂1,K # 5*1,K## VP,K

'1/ 2 ! "5̂0,K # 5*0,K#.

For fixed K and in large samples, the last two terms are
normally distributed and centered around 0. The asymptotic
distribution of T is based on this approximate normality.
This approximation ignores the first term, that is, the dif-
ference VP,K

'1/ 2 ! (5*1,K ' 5*0,K). For fixed K, this difference
is not equal to 0, even if $0( x) ! $1( x) because the
covariate distributions differ in the two treatment groups. In
large samples, however, we can ignore this difference with
large K. Recall that under the null hypothesis $0( x) !
$1( x) for all x. For large enough K, it must be that $w( x)
is close to PK( x)+5*w,K for all x. Hence, it follows that, for
large enough K, PK( x)+VP,K

'1/ 2 ! (5*1,K ' 5*0,K) is close to 0
for all x, implying VP,K

'1/ 25*0,K and VP,K
'1/ 25*1,K are close. The

formal result then shows that we can increase K fast enough
to make this difference small, while at the same time
increasing K slowly enough to maintain the close approxi-
mation of the distribution of VP,K

'1/ 2 ! (5̂w,K ' 5*w,K) by a
normal one. A key result here is theorem 1.1 in Bentkus
(2005) that ensures that convergence to multivariate nor-
mality is fast enough to hold even with the dimension of the
vector increasing.

In large samples, the test statistic has a standard normal
distribution if the null hypothesis is correct. However, we
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would only reject the null hypothesis if the two regression
functions are far apart, which corresponds to large positive
values of the test statistic. Hence, we recommend using
critical values for the test based on one-sided tests, like De
Jong and Bierens (1994).

In practice, we may wish to modify the testing procedure
slightly. Instead of calculating T, we can calculate the
quadratic form,

Q ! "5̂1,K # 5̂0,K#+V̂P,K
'1 "5̂1,K # 5̂0,K#! '2K ! T " K,

and compare this with the critical values of a chi-squared
distribution with K degrees of freedom. In large samples,
this would lead to approximately the same decision rule,
since (Q ' K)/82K is approximately standard normal if Q
has a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal
to K for large K. Thus, the modification is a small-sample
correction that does not affect the large-sample properties of
the test. Interestingly, the modification would make the
implementation of the nonparametric test identical to the
implementation of the parametric test discussed in section
III A, if the parametric model is

$w"x#! PK"x#+5w,K. (3.15)

This makes the nonparametric tests particularly simple to
apply. However, in large samples the nonparametric test
does not rely on the correct specification, but instead relies
on the increasingly flexible specification as K increases with
the sample size. The price one pays for this robustness of the
nonparametric tests is in the decreased power of the test. If,
in fact, the specification (3.15) is correct for K ! K0, the
nonparametric version of the test with larger values of K
than necessary, that is, K * K0, combines the test of 5K0
being zero with tests of additional parameters—that is, the
elements of 5K not in 5K0

—being equal to zero. The latter
are, in fact, zero under the parametric model, and, therefore,
this addition lowers the power of finding deviations of 5K0
from zero.

Next, we analyze the properties of the test when the null
hypothesis is false. We consider local alternatives. For the
test of the null hypothesis of a zero conditional average
treatment effect, the alternative is

$1"x## ?0"x#! $N ! @"x#,

for some sequence of ?N 3 0, and any function @( x), such
that !@( x0)! * 0 for some x0.

Theorem 3.2 (CONSISTENCY OF TEST): Suppose assump-
tions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3 hold. Also suppose that under the
alternative hypothesis, $1( x) ' $0( x) ! ?N ! @( x), with
@( x) s times continuously differentiable, and !@( x0)! !
C0 * 0 for some x0, and ?N

'1 ! O(N1/ 2'2='A) for some A *
0. Then Pr(T ( M) 3 1 for all M.

Proof: See appendix.

The theorem implies that we cannot necessarily detect
alternatives to the null hypothesis that are N'1/ 2 from the
null hypothesis. We can, however, detect alternatives whose
distance to the null hypothesis is arbitrarily close to N'1/ 2

given sufficient smoothness relative to the dimension of the
covariates (so that = can be close to zero).

D. Nonparametric Tests: Constant Conditional Average
Treatment Effect

Next, we consider tests of the null hypothesis against the
alternative hypothesis given in (2.3). Without loss of gen-
erality, suppose that p1K( x) ! 1 for all K. For this test, we
partition 5̂w,K as

5̂w,K ! $5̂w0,K

5̂w1,K
%,

with 5̂w0,K a scalar and 5̂w1,K a (K ' 1)-dimensional vector
and the matrix V̂P,K as

V̂P,K ! $ V̂P,00 V̂P,01

V̂P,10 V̂P,11
% ,

where V̂P,00 is scalar, V̂P,01 is a 1 6 (K ' 1) vector, V̂P,10
is a (K ' 1) 6 1 vector and V̂P,11 is a (K ' 1) 6 (K '
1) matrix. The test statistic is then

T+ ! ""5̂11,K # 5̂01,K#+V̂P,11
'1 "5̂11,K # 5̂01,K#

# "K # 1##/'2"K # 1#. (3.16)

Theorem 3.3: Suppose assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3
hold. Then if &( x) ! & for some & and for all x " !,

T+ ¡
d

!"0, 1#.

Proof: See http://www.econ.duke.edu/Bvjh3/proofs.pdf.
In practice, we may again wish to use the chi-squared

approximation. Now we calculate the quadratic form

Q ! "5̂11,K # 5̂01,K#+V̂P,11
'1 "5̂11,K # 5̂01,K#

! '2"K # 1# ! T+ " K # 1,

and compare this with the critical values of a chi-squared
distribution with K ' 1 degrees of freedom. Again, we
analyze the properties of the test when the null hypothesis is
false.

Theorem 3.4 (CONSISTENCY OF TEST): Suppose assump-
tions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3 hold. Suppose also that under the
alternative hypothesis $1( x) ' $0( x) ! & > ?N ! @( x)
with @( x) s times continuously differentiable, and
!@( x0)! ! C0 * 0 for some x0, and ?N

'1 ! O(N1/ 2'2='A) for
some A * 0. Then Pr(T+ ( M) 3 1 for all M.

Proof: See http://www.econ.duke.edu/Bvjh3/proofs.pdf.
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IV. Application

In this section we apply the tests developed in this paper
to data from two sets of experimental evaluations of welfare-
to-work training programs. We first reanalyze data from the
MDRC evaluations of California’s Greater Avenues to IN-
dependence (GAIN) programs. These experimental evalua-
tions of job training and job search assistance programs took
place in the 1990s in several different counties in Califor-
nia.6 The second set consists of four experimental Work
INcentive (WIN) demonstration programs implemented in
the mid-1980s in different locations of the United States.
The WIN programs also were welfare-to-work programs
that examined different strategies for improving the em-
ployment and earnings of welfare recipients.7 The design of
both evaluations entailed random assignment of welfare
recipients to a treatment group that received training and job
assistance services and a control group that did not. Thus,
estimating the average effect from these data is straightfor-
ward. While the effects of treatments were analyzed for a
number of different outcomes, we focus here on the labor

market earnings of participants in the first year after random
assignment for both sets of evaluations.

A. Treatment Effect Tests for the GAIN Data

In this section, we present the results of tests concerning
the effects of the GAIN programs in four of California’s
counties—namely, Los Angeles (LA), Riverside (RI), Al-
ameda (AL), and San Diego (SD) counties—on partici-
pants’ labor market earnings in the first year after random
assignment. The sample sizes for the treatment and control
groups in each of these counties are provided at the top of
table 1. For each county, we conducted tests for zero and
constant conditional average treatment effects, where we
condition on measures of participants’ background charac-
teristics—including gender, age, ethnicity (Hispanic, black,
or other), an indicator for high school graduation, an indi-
cator for the presence of exactly one child (all individuals
have at least one child), and an indicator for the presence of
children under the age of 6—as well as on the quarterly
earnings of participants in the ten quarters prior to random
assignment. Descriptive statistics (means and standard de-
viations) for these conditioning covariates, as well as for the
earnings outcome variable, are found in table 1, separately
by county. All the conditioning data on earnings are in
thousands of dollars per quarter.

6 For a description of these evaluations and their three-year findings, see
Riccio, Friedlander, and Freedman (1994). Also see Hotz, Imbens, and
Klerman (2006) for a reanalysis of the longer-term effects of the GAIN
programs.

7 For a description of these evaluations, see Gueron and Pauly (1991).
Also see Hotz, Imbens, and Mortimer (2005) for a reanalysis of these data.

TABLE 1.—SUMMARY STATISTICS, EXPERIMENTAL GAIN DATA

Los Angeles (LA) Riverside (RI) Alameda (AL) San Diego (SD)

N1 ! 2,995,
N0 ! 1,400

N1 ! 4,405,
N0 ! 1,040

N1 ! 597,
N0 ! 601

N1 ! 6,978,
N0 ! 1,154

Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.)

Female 0.94 (0.24) 0.88 (0.33) 0.95 (0.22) 0.84 (0.37)
Age 38.52 (8.43) 33.64 (8.20) 34.72 (8.62) 33.80 (8.59)
Age-squared/100 15.55 (6.83) 11.99 (5.96) 12.79 (6.41) 12.16 (6.24)
Hispanic 0.32 (0.47) 0.27 (0.45) 0.08 (0.26) 0.25 (0.44)
Black 0.45 (0.50) 0.16 (0.36) 0.70 (0.46) 0.23 (0.42)
HS diploma 0.35 (0.48) 0.52 (0.50) 0.59 (0.49) 0.57 (0.50)
1 Child 0.33 (0.47) 0.39 (0.49) 0.42 (0.49) 0.43 (0.50)
Children under 6 0.10 (0.30) 0.16 (0.37) 0.31 (0.46) 0.13 (0.34)
Earnings Q-1/1,000 0.22 (0.87) 0.45 (1.41) 0.21 (0.85) 0.59 (1.48)
Earnings Q-2/1,000 0.22 (0.88) 0.57 (1.55) 0.21 (0.87) 0.71 (1.68)
Earnings Q-3/1,000 0.23 (0.86) 0.60 (1.60) 0.20 (0.87) 0.76 (1.77)
Earnings Q-4/1,000 0.22 (0.87) 0.61 (1.60) 0.26 (1.02) 0.81 (1.88)
Earnings Q-5/1,000 0.20 (0.88) 0.67 (1.70) 0.25 (1.11) 0.83 (1.92)
Earnings Q-6/1,000 0.19 (0.81) 0.70 (1.76) 0.23 (0.89) 0.84 (1.90)
Earnings Q-7/1,000 0.19 (0.81) 0.71 (1.79) 0.26 (1.05) 0.84 (1.95)
Earnings Q-8/1,000 0.18 (0.80) 0.73 (1.84) 0.22 (1.01) 0.83 (1.96)
Earnings Q-9/1,000 0.18 (0.80) 0.72 (1.83) 0.23 (1.00) 0.83 (1.99)
Earnings Q-10/1,000 0.17 (0.74) 0.73 (1.82) 0.24 (1.09) 0.84 (2.01)
Zero earn Q-1 0.88 (0.33) 0.78 (0.41) 0.86 (0.34) 0.73 (0.44)
Zero earn Q-2 0.88 (0.33) 0.76 (0.42) 0.86 (0.34) 0.72 (0.45)
Zero earn Q-3 0.87 (0.33) 0.76 (0.43) 0.86 (0.34) 0.71 (0.45)
Zero earn Q-4 0.87 (0.33) 0.75 (0.43) 0.86 (0.34) 0.71 (0.45)
Zero earn Q-5 0.88 (0.32) 0.74 (0.44) 0.86 (0.35) 0.71 (0.46)
Zero earn Q-6 0.89 (0.31) 0.74 (0.44) 0.86 (0.35) 0.70 (0.46)
Zero earn Q-7 0.88 (0.33) 0.74 (0.44) 0.87 (0.34) 0.71 (0.45)
Zero earn Q-8 0.89 (0.32) 0.73 (0.44) 0.87 (0.33) 0.72 (0.45)
Zero earn Q-9 0.89 (0.31) 0.74 (0.44) 0.87 (0.33) 0.73 (0.45)
Zero earn Q-10 0.89 (0.31) 0.74 (0.44) 0.87 (0.34) 0.73 (0.44)
Earnings year 1/1,000 1.44 (4.08) 2.37 (4.94) 1.44 (4.15) 2.55 (5.31)
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We conducted three specifications of the tests. In the first
one, we controlled for all seven individual characteristics
linearly, plus a quadratic term for age, plus all ten quarterly
earnings variables and ten indicators for zero earnings in
each quarter. This leads to a total of 28 covariates (listed in
table 1) in the regressions, plus an intercept. The other two
versions considered alternative methods of selecting which
of the 28 covariates to include in the regressions, using only
the data for the control group and then applying the same
specification to the treatment group. In the first method, we
selected the covariates “top down,” that is, starting with the
full set of covariates and sequentially (one by one) dropping
the covariate with the smallest t-statistic until all remaining
covariates had a t-statistic larger than or equal to 2 (in
absolute value). In the second method, we selected covari-
ates “bottom up,” that is, running K regressions with just an
intercept and a covariate and selecting from them the
covariate with the highest t-statistic. We then run K ' 1
regressions with an intercept, the selected covariate, and one
of all remaining covariates, selecting again from the poten-
tial covariates the one with the highest t-statistic. This
process continued until no potential covariate had a t-
statistic equal to or above 2 (in absolute value).

The results for the various tests we consider are reported
in the three panels of table 2. The top panel corresponds to
tests performed using all the covariates described above,
and the middle and bottom panels present the results for the
tests performed using the covariates selected by the “top
down” and “bottom up” methods, respectively. (The degrees
of freedom for the chi-squared version of the tests are
recorded in this table under the “dof” heading and their
p-value under the “p-val” heading.) We first consider the

test of the null hypothesis that &( x) ! 0 against the
alternative that &( x) C 0 for some x (“Zero Cond. Ave.
TE”). For this test, we get a clear rejection of the zero
conditional average treatment effect at the 1% level for two
out of the four of the GAIN counties, Riverside and San
Diego. (For all of the tests, we also include the normal
distribution–based version of the tests and their p-value.)
Comparing the results across the three panels of this table,
it is clear that the results are robust to the variables included
in the regressions.

Results for the second test of the null hypothesis that
&( x) ! & against the alternative that &( x) C & for some x
(“Constant Cond. Ave. TE”) also are presented in table 2.
We reject this null hypothesis at the 5% conventional level
for the same two counties when using all the covariates and
the “bottom up” selection method, but only for San Diego
when using the “top down” selection method. Finally, for
comparison purposes, we include the simple test for the null
hypothesis that the average effect of the treatment is equal
to zero (“Zero Ave. TE”). This is the traditional test that is
typically reported when testing treatment effects in the
program evaluation literature. It is based on the statistic
calculated as the difference in average outcomes for the
treatment and control groups divided by the standard error
of this difference. Based on this traditional test, we cannot
reject the null hypothesis of zero treatment effect in three
out of the four counties. In particular, only for the Riverside
data is there a clear rejection of a zero average treatment
effect on earnings.

This latter finding—namely, that only Riverside County’s
GAIN program showed significant effects on earnings (and

TABLE 2.—TESTS FOR ZERO AND CONSTANT AVERAGE TREATMENT EFFECTS FOR GAIN DATA

County

Zero Cond. Ave. TE Constant Cond. Ave. TE Zero Ave. TE

All Covariates

chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val

LA 26.53 (29) 0.60 '0.32 0.63 22.47 (28) 0.76 '0.74 0.23 0.37 (1) 0.54 '0.61 0.54
RI 178.75 (29) 0.00 19.66 0.00 65.92 (28) 0.00 5.07 0.00 72.46 (1) 0.00 8.51 0.00
AL 35.07 (29) 0.20 0.80 0.21 34.01 (28) 0.20 0.80 0.21 0.04 (1) 0.83 0.21 0.83
SD 82.60 (29) 0.00 7.04 0.00 65.78 (28) 0.00 5.05 0.00 3.64 (1) 0.06 1.91 0.06

Top Down Selection of Covariates

County chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val

LA 3.71 (6) 0.72 '0.66 0.75 3.68 (5) 0.60 '0.42 0.34 0.37 (1) 0.54 '0.61 0.54
RI 101.56 (5) 0.00 30.54 0.00 8.21 (4) 0.08 1.49 0.07 72.46 (1) 0.00 8.51 0.00
AL 0.30 (2) 0.86 '0.85 0.80 0.15 (1) 0.70 '0.60 0.27 0.04 (1) 0.83 0.21 0.83
SD 29.41 (8) 0.00 5.35 0.00 18.31 (7) 0.01 3.02 0.00 3.64 (1) 0.06 1.91 0.06

Bottom Up Selection of Covariates

County chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val chi-sq (dof) p-val normal p-val

LA 4.28 (7) 0.75 '0.73 0.77 4.21 (6) 0.65 '0.52 0.30 0.37 (1) 0.54 '0.61 0.54
RI 112.47 (7) 0.00 28.19 0.00 13.25 (6) 0.04 2.09 0.02 72.46 (1) 0.00 8.51 0.00
AL 0.96 (4) 0.92 '1.08 0.86 0.74 (3) 0.86 '0.92 0.18 0.04 (1) 0.83 0.21 0.83
SD 42.42 (10) 0.00 7.25 0.00 32.49 (9) 0.00 5.54 0.00 3.64 (1) 0.06 1.91 0.06

For the zero and constant conditional average treatment effect test the chi-sq column is equal to 82K times the normal column plus K, where K is the degrees of freedom. For the column with the zero average
treatment effect results the chi-sq column is equal to the square of the normal column.
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other outcomes) in the initial periods after random assign-
ment—is what was reported in the MDRC analysis on this
evaluation.8 It has been widely cited as evidence that the
program strategies used in Riverside County’s GAIN pro-
gram—namely, emphasis on job search assistance and little
or no basic skills training used by the other GAIN county
programs—was the preferred strategy for moving welfare
recipients from welfare to work.9 However, as the results for
the other two tests presented in table 2 make clear, these
conclusions are not robust. The findings from the two tests
developed in this paper applied to these data clearly sug-
gest that some subgroups in San Diego also benefited from
the GAIN treatment. Moreover, there is clear evidence of
treatment-effect heterogeneity across subgroups both in San
Diego and (at least for two of the specifications) in River-
side.

B. Treatment Effect Tests for the WIN Data

In this section, we present results for the same set of tests
using data from the Work INcentive (WIN) experiments in
Baltimore, Maryland (MD), Arkansas (AK), San Diego
County (SD), and Virginia (VA). Here we have data on four
binary indicators for individual characteristics, an indicator
for one child, an indicator for a high school diploma, for
never being married, and for being nonwhite. In addition,
we have four quarters of earnings data. Table 3 presents
summary statistics for the twelve covariates and the out-
come variable, annual earnings in the first year after random
assignment, for the four locations. Again, we consider three
specifications, using all the covariates and applying “top
down” and “bottom up” methods for selecting the covariates.

Results of the tests for the four WIN evaluation locations
are presented in table 4, which has the same format as table

2. With respect to the test of zero conditional average
treatment effects, we find that we can reject this null
hypothesis in two out of the four locations of the WIN
experiments (Arkansas and San Diego) at the 5% level. For
Arkansas, we also reject the hypothesis of constant treatment-
effects level. (The tests are not rejected for Arkansas when
using the “bottom up” selection method, though.) In con-
trast, testing the null hypothesis of a zero average treatment
effect results in the rejection of the null hypothesis only for
San Diego. Overall, the conclusion is again that a researcher
who relied only on the traditional tests of a zero average
effect would have missed the presence of treatment effects
for at least one of the four locations analyzed in this set of
evaluations.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we develop and apply tools for testing the
presence of and heterogeneity in treatment effects in set-
tings with selection on observables (unconfoundedness). In
these settings, researchers have largely focused on inference
for the average effect or the average effect for the treated.
Although researchers have typically allowed for general
treatment effect heterogeneity, there has been little formal
investigation of the presence of such heterogeneity and the
presence of more complex patterns of treatment effects that
could not be detected with traditional tests concerning
average treatment effects. At best, researchers have esti-
mated average effects for subpopulations defined by cate-
gorical individual characteristics. Here, we develop simple-
to-apply tools for testing both the presence of nonzero
treatment effects and the presence of treatment effect het-
erogeneity. Analyzing data from eight experimental evalu-
ations of welfare-to-work training programs, we find con-
siderable evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity and of
nonzero treatment effects that were missed by testing strat-
egies that focused solely on inferences concerning average
treatment effects.

8 See Riccio, Friedlander, and Freedman (1994).
9 Also see Hotz, Imbens, and Klerman (2006) for an explicit analysis of

the relative effectiveness of alternative treatment strategies based on this
same GAIN data.

TABLE 3.—SUMMARY STATISTICS, EXPERIMENTAL WIN DATA

Maryland (MD) Arkansas (AK) San Diego (SD) Virginia (VA)

N1 ! 524,
N0 ! 547

N1 ! 115,
N0 ! 128

N1 ! 658,
N0 ! 646

N1 ! 939,
N0 ! 428

Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.) Mean (s.d.)

One child 0.48 (0.50) 0.44 (0.50) 0.47 (0.50) 0.47 (0.50)
High school dipl 0.40 (0.49) 0.48 (0.50) 0.54 (0.50) 0.44 (0.50)
Never married 0.36 (0.48) 0.35 (0.48) 0.26 (0.44) 0.29 (0.45)
Nonwhite 0.69 (0.46) 0.85 (0.36) 0.68 (0.47) 0.65 (0.48)
Earnings Q-1/1,000 0.43 (0.89) 0.19 (0.53) 0.41 (1.08) 0.28 (0.75)
Earnings Q-2/1,000 0.44 (0.97) 0.21 (0.58) 0.41 (1.03) 0.29 (0.76)
Earnings Q-3/1,000 0.43 (0.93) 0.18 (0.48) 0.43 (1.08) 0.32 (0.78)
Earnings Q-4/1,000 0.44 (0.98) 0.18 (0.45) 0.41 (1.01) 0.31 (0.75)
Zero earn Q-1 0.69 (0.46) 0.82 (0.38) 0.75 (0.43) 0.80 (0.40)
Zero earn Q-2 0.70 (0.46) 0.83 (0.38) 0.74 (0.44) 0.78 (0.42)
Zero earn Q-3 0.71 (0.45) 0.80 (0.40) 0.73 (0.44) 0.76 (0.43)
Zero earn Q-4 0.70 (0.46) 0.81 (0.39) 0.73 (0.44) 0.75 (0.43)
Earnings year 1/1,000 1.65 (3.18) 0.89 (1.93) 2.06 (4.16) 1.50 (2.81)
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We note that there is a related issue with respect to the
presence of heterogeneity when estimating average treat-
ment effects. In particular, allowing for general forms of
heterogeneity can lead to imprecise estimates of such ef-
fects. To address this issue, Crump et al. (forthcoming)
explore the potential gains of focusing on the estimation of
average effects for subpopulations which have more overlap
in the covariate distributions. They provide a systematic
treatment of the choice of these subpopulations and develop
estimators of treatment effects that have optimal asymptotic
properties with respect to their precision.
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APPENDIX

Instead of working directly with 5w,K and 5̂w,K it is useful to work with
a normalized version of the parameters and the least squares estimates.
Given assumption 3.1, the expectation 1P,1,K ! #[PK(X)PK(x)+!W ! 1] is
nonsingular for all K. Hence we may construct a sequence RK( x) !
1P,1,K

'1/ 2PK( x) with #[RK(X) RK(X)+!W ! 1] ! IK. Let RkK( x) be the kth
element of the vector RK( x). It will be convenient to work with this
sequence of basis functions, RK( x). Now, the nonparametric series esti-
mator of the regression function $w( x), given K terms in the series, is
given by

$̂w,K"x#! RK"x#+$ #
i!Wi!w

RK(Xi)RK(Xi)+%' #
i!Wi!w

RK"Xi#Yi ! RK"x#+D̂w,K,

and

D̂w,K ! $ #
i!Wi!w

RK(Xi)RK(Xi)+%' #
i!Wi!w

RK"Xi#Yi.

Define the Nw 6 K matrix Rw,K with rows equal to RK(Xi)+ for units with
Wi ! w, and Yw to be the Nw 6 1 vector with elements equal to Yi for
the same units, so that D̂w,K ! (R+w,KRw,K)'(R+w,KYw). In addition, we also
define the following counterparts to the definitions introduced in section
III B. Under this normalization, the second-moment matrices are

1w,K ! #-RK"X#RK"X#+!W ! w.,

7w,K ! #-%w
2 "X#RK"X#RK"X#+!W ! w.,

which we may estimate via

1̂w,K !
R+w,KRw,K

Nw
, 7̂w,K !

R+w,KD̂w,KRw,K

Nw
.

Finally, we have

N ! V !
1
(0

!10,K
'170,K10,K

'1 "
1
(1

!11,K
'171,K11,K

'1

and

V̂ ! 1̂0,K
'1 7̂0,K1̂0,K

'1 /N0 " 1̂1,K
'1 7̂1,K1̂1,K

'1 /N1.

Recall that (w ! Pr(W ! w) and observe that under this normalization
11,K ! IK. It is crucial to emphasize that this change of basis does not
affect the value of either test statistic. Thus, results proved in the appendix
under this nonsingular transformation are directly applicable. Finally, we
need to define

E"K#! sup
x

"RK"x#",

where here and in the following, "!" denotes the Euclidean matrix norm,
that is, for a matrix A, "A"2 ! tr ( A+A). Also, define C as a generic
positive constant unless specifically stated otherwise.

Before proving theorem 3.1 we present a couple of preliminary results.

Lemma A.1: Suppose assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1 hold. Then (i)

"1̂w,K #1w,K" ! Op"E"K#K1/ 2N'1/ 2#,
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(ii) the eigenvalues of 1w,K are bounded and bounded away from zero,
and (iii) the eigenvalues of 1̂w,K are bounded and bounded away from
zero in probability if Op(E(K) K1/ 2N'1/ 2) ! op(1). In addition, suppose
assumption 3.2 holds. Then (iv)

"7̂w,K # 7w,K" ! Op"E"K#2K3/ 2N'1#" Op"E"K#K1/ 2K's/d#,

(v) the eigenvalues of 7w,K are bounded and bounded away from zero,
and (vi) the eigenvalues of 7̂w,K are bounded and bounded away from
zero in probability if Op(E(K)2K3/ 2N'1) > Op(E(K) K1/ 2K's/d) ! op(1).

Proof: See http://www.econ.duke.edu/Bvjh3/proofs.pdf.

Lemma A.2: Suppose assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.2 hold. Then
(i) the eigenvalues of N ! V are bounded and bounded away from zero
and (ii) the eigenvalues of N ! V̂ are bounded and bounded away from
zero in probability if Op(E(K)2K3/ 2N'1) > Op(E(K) K1/ 2K's/d) !
op(1).

Proof: See http://www.econ.duke.edu/Bvjh3/proofs.pdf.
In our case E(K) is O(K) (see for example, Newey, 1997) so lemma A.1

implies that under assumption 3.3, "1̂w,K ' 1w,K" ! op(1) and "7̂w,K '
7w,K" ! op(1). After applying the nonsingular transformation, the ana-
lagous formula to equation (3.14) is

D*w,K ) "#-RK"X#RK"X#+!W ! w.#'1#-RK"X#Y!W ! w.

! 1w,K
'1 #-RK"X#Y!W ! w..

Now define

D̃w,K ) D*w,K "
1

Nw
1w,K
'1 R+w,K!w, (A1)

where

!w ! Yw # $w"X#.

Then we can write 8Nw (D̃w,K ' D*w,K) as

'Nw "D̃w,K # D*w,K#!
'Nw

Nw
1w,K
'1 R+w,K!w

!
1

'Nw
#
i!1

N

1w,K
'1 1w"Wi#RK"Xi#!w,i,

(A2)

with

#-1w,K
'1 1w"Wi#RK"Xi#!w,i.!1w,K

'1 #-1w"Wi#RK"Xi##-!w,i!Xi, 1w"Wi#..

!1w,K
'1 #-1w"Wi#RK"Xi##-!w,i!Xi..! 0,

and,

$-1w,K
'1 1w"Wi#RK"Xi#!w,i.!1w,K

'1 #-1w"Wi#!w,i
2 RK"Xi#RK"Xi#+.1w,K

'1

!1w,K
'1 #-1w"Wi#RK"Xi#RK"Xi#+#-!w,i

2 !Xi, 1w"Wi#..1w,K
'1

!1w,K
'1 #-1w"Wi#RK"Xi#RK"Xi#+#-!w,i

2 !Xi..1w,K
'1

!1w,K
'1 #-1w"Wi#%w

2 "Xi#RK"Xi#RK"Xi#+.1w,K
'1

!1w,K
'1 #-%w

2 "Xi#RK"Xi#RK"Xi#+!1w"Wi#! 1.1w,K
'1 ! Pr"1w"Wi#! 1#

!1w,K
'1 #-%w

2 "Xi#RK"Xi#RK"Xi#+!Wi ! w.1w,K
'1 ! Pr"Wi ! w#)

!1w,K
'1 #-%w

2 "X#RK"X#RK"X#+!W ! w.1w,K
'1 ! (w

!1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 ! (w.

Therefore,

$-'Nw "D̃w,K # D*w,K#.!
1

Nw
N !1w,K

'1 7w,K1w,K
'1 ! (w 3 1w,K

'1 7w,K1w,K
'1 ,

(A3)

and

$* 'N

'Nw

'Nw "D̃w,K # D*w,K#+
!

N
Nw

1
Nw

N !1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 ! (w 3
1
(w

1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 .

Moreover,

Sw,K ! -1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 ! (w.
'1/ 2

1

'Nw
#
i!1

N

1w,K
'1 1w"Wi#RK"Xi#!w,i

!
1

'Nw
#
i!1

N

-1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 ! (w.
'1/ 21w,K

'1 1w"Wi#RK"Xi#!w,i

)
1

'Nw
#
i!1

N

Zi

is a normalized summation of Nw independent random vectors distributed
with expectation 0 and variance-covariance matrix IK. Denote the distri-
bution of Sw,K by QNw

and define 03 < Nw
'3/ 2 ¥ i!1

N E"Zi"3. Then, by
theorem 1.1, Bentkus (2005),

sup""AK !QNw""##F""#! $ C03K1/4,

where AK is the class of all measurable convex sets in K-dimensional
Euclidean space, C is an absolute constant, and F is a multivariate
standard Gaussian distribution.

Lemma A.3: Suppose assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3. In partic-
ular let K(N) ! N= where = ; 2/13. Then,

sup
""AK

!QNw""##F""#! 3 0.

Proof: First we will show that 03 is O(E(K)3N'1/ 2). Consider,

03 ! Nw
'3/ 2 #

i!1

N

#"Zi"3

! Nw
'3/ 2 #

i!1

N

#"-1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 ! (w.
'1/ 2 )

1w"Wi# !1w,K
'1 RK"Xi#!w,i"3

$ %2 ! Nw
'3/ 2 #

i!1

N

#"-1w,K
'1 ! (w.

'1/ 2 )

1w"Wi# !1w,K
'1 RK"Xi#!w,i"3

$ C ! N'3/ 2 #
i!1

N

#"1w,K
'1/ 2RK"Xi#!w,i"3

$ C ! E"K#3N'1/ 2,

where the last line follows by,
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"1w,K
'1/ 2RK"Xi#!w,i" $ 3max"1w,K

'1/ 2#"RK"Xi#!w,i" $ 3max"1w,K
'1/ 2#E"K# ! !!w,i!,

and so,

#"1w,K
'1/ 2RK"Xi#!w,i"3 $ 3max"1w,K

'1/ 2#3E"K#3 ! #!!w,i!3 $ C ! E"K#3

by lemma A.1 and assumption 3.2. Thus,

C ! 03K1/4 $ C ! N'1/ 2E"K#3K1/4 $ C ! N'1/ 2K13/4,

which is o(1) for = ; 2/13. !
We may proceed further to detail conditions under which the quadratic
form S+w,KSw,K, properly normalized, converges to a univariate standard
Gaussian distribution. The quadratic form S+w,KSw,K can be written as

S+w,KSw,K ! #
j!1

K $ 1

'Nw
#
i!1

N

Zij% 2

,

where Zij is the jth element of the vector Zi. Thus, S+w,KSw,K is a sum of K
uncorrelated, squared random variables with each random variable con-
verging to a standard Gaussian distribution by the previous result. Intu-
itively, this sum should converge to a chi-squared random variable with K
degrees of freedom.

Lemma A.4: Under assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3,

sup
c

!Pr"S+w,KSw,K $ c## 2K
2 "c#! 3 0.

Proof: Define the set A(c) < {S " "K!S+S $ c}. Note that A(c)
is a measurable, convex set in "K. Also note that for ZK B !(0, IK),
we have that 2K

2 (c) ! Pr(Z+KZK $ c). Then,

sup
c

!Pr-S+w,KSw,K $ c.# 2K
2 "c#!

! sup
c

!Pr"S+w,KSw,K $ c## Pr"Z+KZK $ c#!

! sup
c

!Pr"Sw,K " A"c### Pr"ZK " A"c##!

$ sup
""AK

!QNw""##F""#! $ C03K1/4

! O"N'1/ 2K13/4#,

which is o(1) for = ; 2/13 by lemma A.3. !
The proper normalization of the quadratic form yields the studentized
version, (S+w,KSw,K ' K)/82K. This converges to a standard Gaussian
distribution by the following lemma.

Lemma A.5: Under assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3,

sup
c

,Pr$S+w,KSw,K # K

'2K
$ c% #F(c), 3 0.

Proof:

sup
c
,Pr$S+w,KSw,K # K

'2K
$ c% #F(c),

! sup
c

!Pr"S+w,KSw,K $ K " c'2K##F"c#!

$ sup
c

!Pr"S+w,KSw,K $ K " c'2K## 22"K " c'2K#!

" sup
c

!22"K " c'2K##F"c#!.

The first term goes to zero by lemma A.4. The second term may be
rewritten as

sup
c
,Pr$Z+KZK # K

'2K
$ c%#F(c),$ C ! K'1/ 2,

where ZK is a K 6 1 vector of independent standard normal random
variables, with the result following from the Berry-Esséen Theorem.10

Thus for = * 0 the right-hand side converges to zero as well and the result
is established. !
The next lemma establishes rates of convergence for the estimators of the
regression functions.

Lemma A.6: Suppose assumptions 3.1–3.3 hold. Then,
(i) there is a sequence of vectors Dw,K

0 such that

sup
x

!$w"x## RK"x#+Dw,K
0 ! ) sup

x
!$w"x## $w,K

0 "x#! ! O"K's/d#.

In addition, we have the following rates of convergence:
(ii)

"D*w,K # Dw,K
0 " ! O"K1/ 2K's/d#,

(iii)

"D̂w,K # Dw,K
0 " ! Op"E"K#KN'1#" O"K's/d#,

(iv)

sup
x

!RK"x#+D*w,K # RK"x#+Dw,K
0 ! ) sup

x
!$*w,K"x## $w,K

0 "x#!

! O"E"K#K1/ 2K's/d#,

(v)

sup
x

!$w"x## RK"x#+D̂w,K! ) sup
x

!$w"x## $̂w,K"x#!

! Op"E"K#2KN'1#" O"E"K#K's/d#.

Proof: See http://www.econ.duke.edu/Bvjh3/proofs.pdf.
The following lemma describes the limiting distribution of the infeasible
test statistic.

Lemma A.7: Under assumptions 2.1–2.3 and 3.1–3.3,

"Nw ! "D̂w,K # D*w,K#+-1̂w,K
'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K

'1 .'1"D̂w,K # D*w,K## K#/'2K

¡
d

!"0, 1#.

Proof: We need only show that

"-1̂w,K
'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K

'1 .'1/ 2'Nw ! "D̂w,K # D*w,K## Sw,K" ! op"1#,

then the result follows by lemmas A.3, A.4, and A.5. First, notice that we
may write D̂w,K as

D̂w,K ! D*w,K "
1

Nw
1̂w,K
'1 R+w,K!*w,K,

where

10 See Theorem 1.1 in Shorack (2000).
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!*w,K ) Yw # Rw,K ! D*w,K.

Then,

"-1̂w,K
'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K

'1 .'1/ 2'Nw ! "D̂w,K # D*w,K## Sw,K"

! Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K!*w,K

# -1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 .'1/ 21w,K
'1 R+w,K ! !w" (A4)

$ Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K!*w,K

# -1̂w,K
'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K

'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K
'1 R+w,K ! !w"

" Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K ! !w

(A5)
# -1̂w,K

'1 7w,K1w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K ! !w"

" Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7w,K1w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K ! !w

(A6)
# -1w,K

'1 7w,K1w,K
'1 .'1/ 21w,K

'1 R+w,K ! !w".

Additional details for the following results may be found at
http://www.econ.duke.edu/Bvjh3/proofs.pdf. First equation (A4) is

Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K!*w,K

(A7)# -1̂w,K
'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K

'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K
'1 R+w,K ! !w"

$"-7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 2" "1̂w,K

'1/ 2R+w,K"!*w,K # !w#/Nw
1/ 2"

!Op"E"K#2K3/ 2K'2s/dN1/ 2#.

Next, equation (A5) is

Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K ! !w

(A8)# -1̂w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K
'1 R+w,K ! !w"

$ "-7̂w,K1̂w,K
'1 .'1/ 2 # -7w,K1w,K

'1 .'1/ 2" "Nw
'1/ 221̂w,K

'1/ 2R+w,K ! !w"

! Op"E"K#K3/ 2N'1/ 2#" Op"E"K#K3/ 2K's/d#.

Finally, equation (A6) is

Nw
'1/ 2"-1̂w,K

'1 7w,K1w,K
'1 .'1/ 21̂w,K

'1 R+w,K ! !w

(A9)'-1w,K
'1 7w,K1w,K

'1 .'1/ 21w,K
'1 R+w,K ! !w"

$ "-7w,K1w,K
'1 .'1/ 2" "1̂w,K

'1/ 2 #1w,K
'1/ 2" "Nw

'1/ 2R+w,K ! !w"

! Op"E"K#K3/ 2N'1/ 2#.

We may combine equations (A7), (A8), and (A9),

"-1̂w,K
'1 7̂w,K1̂w,K

'1 .'1/ 2'Nw ! "D̂w,K # D*w,K## Sw,K"

! Op"E"K#K3/ 2K's/d#" Op"E"K#K3/ 2N'1/ 2#,

which is op(1) by assumptions 3.2 and 3.3. !

Proof of theorem 3.1: To simplify notation let us define

ĜK ! D̂1,K # D̂0,K, G*K ! D*1,K # D*0,K.

We may follow the logic of lemmas A.3, A.4, and A.5 to conclude that

T* ! ""ĜK # G*K#+V̂'1"ĜK # G*K## K#/'2K ¡
d

!"0, 1#.

To complete the proof we must show that !T* ' T! ! op(1). Note that
under the null hypothesis $1( x) ! $0( x), so we may choose the same
approximating sequence D1,K

0 ! D0,K
0 for $1,K

0 ( x) ! $0,K
0 ( x). Then,

"D*1,K # D*0,K" ! "D*1,K # D1,K
0 " D0,K

0 # D*0,K"

(A10)$ "D*1,K # D1,K
0 " " "D0,K

0 # D*0,K"

! O"K1/ 2K's/d#,

by lemma A.6 (ii), and

"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" ! "D̂1,K # D1,K
0 " D0,K

0 # D̂0,K"

$ "D̂1,K # D1,K
0 " " "D0,K

0 # D̂0,K"

! Op"E"K#KN'1#" O"K's/d#, (A11)

by lemma A.6 (iii). Thus,

!T* # T! ! !""ĜK # G*K#+V̂'1"ĜK # G*K## K#/' 2K

# "Ĝ+KV̂'1ĜK # K#/'2K!

$
2

' 2K
! !"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+V̂'1"D*1,K # D*0,K#! (A12)

"
1

'2K
! !"D̂*1,K # D*0,K#+V̂'1"D*1,K # D*0,K#!. (A13)

The second factor of equation (A12) is

!"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+V̂'1"D*1,K # D*0,K#!

! N ! !tr ""D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+-N ! V̂.'1"D*1,K # D*0,K##!

$ N ! 3max"-N ! V̂.'1#"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" " D*1,K # D*0,K"

! N ! -O"1# " Op"E"K#K3/ 2N'1/ 2# " Op"E"K#K3/ 2K's/d#.

) -Op"E"K#KN'1# " O"K's/d#.-O"K1/ 2K's/d#.

! Op"E"K#K2K'3s/dN#.

Thus, equation (A12) is

2

'2K
! !"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+V̂'1"D*1,K # D*0,K#! ! Op"E"K#K3/ 2K'3s/dN#.

The second factor of equation (A13) is

!"D*1,K # D*0,K#+V̂'1"D*1,K # D*0,K#!

! N ! !tr ""D*1,K # D*0,K#+-N ! V̂.'1"D*1,K # D*0,K##!

$ N ! 3max"-N ! V̂.'1#"D*1,K # D*0,K"2

! N ! -O"1# " Op"E"K#K3/ 2N'1/ 2# " Op"E"K#K3/ 2K's/d#.

) -O"K1/ 2K's/d#.2

! Op"E"K#K5/ 2K'2s/dN1/ 2#.

Thus, equation (A13) is

1

'2K
! !"D*1,K # D*0,K#+V̂'1"D*1,K # D*0,K#! ! Op"E"K#K2K'2s/dN1/ 2#.
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Thus,

!T* # T! ! Op"E"K#K3/ 2K'3s/dN#" Op"E"K#K2K'2s/dN1/ 2#,

which is op(1) under assumptions 3.2 and 3.3 and the result follows. !

Proof of theorem 3.2: Recall that E(K) satisfies C" ! K ; E(K) ;
!C ! K for some 0 ; C" , !C ; 4. Next, consider,

?N ! sup
x"!

!@"x#! ! sup
x

!$1"x## $0"x#! $ sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D1,K
0 # $1"x#!

" sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D0,K
0 # $0"x#! " sup

x"!

!RK"x#D1,K
0 # RK"x#D0,K

0 !

$ sup
x"!

!RK"x#D1,K
0 # $1"x#! " sup

x"!

!RK"x#+D0,K
0 # $0"x#!

" sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D̂0,K # RK"x#+D0,K
0 ! " sup

x"!

!RK"x#+D̂1,K # RK"x#D1,K
0 !

" sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D̂1,K # RK"x#+D̂0,K!

$ sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D0,K
0 # $0"x#! " sup

x"!

!RK"x#+D1,K
0 # $1"x#!

" sup
x"!

"RK"x#" ! "D̂0,K # D0,K
0 " " sup

x"!

"RK"x#" ! "D̂1,K # D1,K
0 "

" sup
x"!

"RK"x#" ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K"

! sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D0,K
0 # $0"x#! " sup

x"!

!RK"x#+D1,K
0 # $1"x#!

" E"K# ! "D̂0,K # D0,K
0 " " E"K# ! "D̂1,K # D1,K

0 "

" E"K# ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K".

Thus,

"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" ( E"K#'1 ! ?N ! sup
x"!

!@"x#!

# E"K#'1 ! sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D0,K
0 # $0"x#!

# E"K#'1 ! sup
x"!

!RK"x#+D1,K
0 # $1"x#!

# "D̂0,K # D0,K
0 " # "D̂1,K # D1,K

0 "

( E"K#'1 ! ?N ! C0 ! $1 #
supx"! !RK"x#+D0,K

0 # $0"x#!
?N ! C0

#
supx"! !RK"x#+D1,K

0 # $1"x#!
?N ! C0

# E"K#
"D̂0,K # D0,K

0 "
?N ! C0

# E"K#
"D̂1,K # D1,K

0 "
?N ! C0

%.

Because s/d * 27/4 by assumption 3.2 and 1/(2s/d > 2) ; = ; 2/13
by assumption 3.3, and since we may rewrite

"D̂w,K # Dw,K
0 " ! Op"E"K#1/ 2K1/ 2N'1/ 2#" O"K's/d#

since K ! N=, then,

supx"! !RK"x#+D0,K
0 # $0"x#!

?N ! C0
! O"K's/d# ! O"N1/ 2'2='!#! o"1#,

supx"! !RK"x#+D1,K
0 # $1"x#!

?N ! C0
! O"K's/d# ! O"N1/ 2'2='!#! o"1#,

and

E"K#
"D̂0,K # D0,K

0 "
?N ! C0

! O"K# ! -Op"E"K#1/ 2K1/ 2N'1/ 2# " O"K's/d#. ! O"N1/ 2'2='!#

! op"1#,E"K#
"D̂1,K # D1,K

0 "
?N ! C0

! O"K# ! -Op"E"K#1/ 2K1/ 2N'1/ 2#" O"K's/d#. ! O"N1/ 2'2='!#

! op"1#.

It follows that

"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" ( E"K#'1 ! ?N ! C0

with probability going to 1 as N 3 4. Thus,

N1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" ( N1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2E"K#'1 ! ?N ! C0

with probability going to 1 as N 3 4. Since

N1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2E"K#'1 ! ?N ! C0

( CN1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2E"K#'1N'1/ 2>2=>!

( CN!,

which goes to infinity with the sample size, it follows that for any M+,

Pr"N1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" * M+# 3 1. (A14)

Next, we show that this implies that

Pr$C̃ ! (D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+V'1(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

'2K
* M% 3 1, (A15)

for an arbitrary constant C̃ " ">>. Denote the minimum and maximum
eigenvalues of [N ! V]'1, 3min([N ! V]'1), and 3max([N ! V]'1), by 3" and
3! , respectively, and note that by lemma A.2 3" is bounded away from 0
and 3! is bounded.

Pr$C̃ ! (D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+V'1(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

'2K
* M%

! Pr$C̃ ! N ! (D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+[N ! V]'1(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

'2K
* M%

! Pr"C̃ ! N ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+-N ! V.'1"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#* ' 2 MK1/ 2 " K#

( Pr"3C̃ ! N ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#* ' 2 MK1/ 2 " K#

! Pr"NE"K#'1K'1 ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#

* "3C̃#'1E"K#'1"'2 MK'1/ 2 " 1#)

! Pr"N1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2"D̂1,K # D̂0,K"

* "3C̃#'1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2"'2 MK'1/ 2 " 1#1/ 2).

Since for any M, for large enough N, we have

"3C̃#'1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2"'2 MK'1/ 2 " 1#1/ 2 + 2"3C̃#'1/ 2,

it follows that this probability is for large N bounded from below by the
probability

Pr"N1/ 2E"K#'1/ 2K'1/ 2"D̂1,K # D̂0,K" * 2"3C̃#'1/ 2#,

which goes to 1 by equation (A14). To conclude we must show that this
implies that
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Pr"T * M#! Pr $(D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+V̂'1(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

'2K
* M% 3 1.

Let 3̂ ! 3min([N ! V̂]'1) for simplicity of notation. Let A1 denote the event
that 3̂ * 3/2, which satisfies Pr( A1) 3 1 as N 3 4 by lemmas A.1 and
A.2 along with assumptions 3.2 and 3.3. Also define the event A2,

"3/2#N ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+"D̂1,K # D̂0,K## K

'2K
* M.

Note that

Pr$C̃ ! (D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+V'1(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

'2K
* M%

! Pr$C̃ ! N ! (D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+[N ! V]'1(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

' 2K
* M%

$ Pr$3! C̃ ! N ! (D̂1,K # D̂0,K)+(D̂1,K # D̂0,K) # K

' 2K
* M%,

which goes to 1 as N 3 4 by equation (A15). Since C̃ was arbitrary
we may choose C̃ ! (3 / 2) ! 3!'1 and so Pr( A2) 3 1 as N 3 4. Thus,
Pr( A1 # A2) 3 1 as N 3 4. Finally, note that the event A1 # A2
implies that

T !
"D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+V̂'1"D̂1,K # D̂0,K## K

' 2K

!
N ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+-N ! V̂.'1"D̂1,K # D̂0,K## K

' 2K

(
3̂N ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+"D̂1,K # D̂0,K## K

' 2K

*
"3 /2#N ! "D̂1,K # D̂0,K#+"D̂1,K # D̂0,K## K

' 2K

* M.

Hence Pr(T * M) 3 1. !
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